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FOREWORD

Dear Fellow Members

Increasing productivity is an evergreen and topical subject of
discussion within the business community. Spearheading the
growth of the manufacturing sector, Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF) offers our members a comprehensive approach
towards competitiveness through innovation and productivity.

Editorial Advisors

This October, SMF will organise the Singapore Innovation &
Productivity Conference (SIPC 2014) which will kick-start the inaugural
National Productivity Month (NPM). Themed “Transform to Perform”,
SIPC 2014 aspires for Singapore companies to transform themselves
by improving productivity innovatively and embracing innovation
productively to attain better performance. Manufacturing Solution
Expo (MSE), to be held in conjunction with SIPC 2014, will showcase
best practices, innovative technologies and cost-effective solutions to
meet the growing needs of manufacturing companies. Visit MSE 2014
to discover solutions to your business and operational challenges!

Editor

The inaugural SMF awards, comprising the Sustainable Growth
Awards and Business Model Innovation Awards, will be launched in
conjunction with SMF’s 82nd Anniversary Gala Dinner in October
2014. These awards are designed to recognise Singapore companies
in the manufacturing and manufacturing-related industries that have
achieved sustainable growth and innovation in their business model.
We encourage all of you to participate and submit entries for the award.
Corporate transformation is often a slow and painful process. However,
SMF will assist and help our members companies’ to accelerate this
transformation process by organising a diverse array of activities
through our six Centres of Excellence, 10
Industry Groups and Global Business Groups.
These range from staff training, trade fairs,
to using advanced technology in enhancing
businesses, and securing assistance from
SME Centre to utilise government grants in
making the changes.
I urge all companies to take the first step
forward and explore the possibilities of
change. In an increasingly challenging
business environment, productivity
is a given, while innovation is
essential to stay competitive. I wish
you all success in your journey of
transformation!

Ryan Chioh
Birch Sio
Patrick Chang
Tan Jit Khoon
Calvin Soh
Billy Wong
Lam Joon Khoi
Patricia Ang

Editorial Team
Ong Hui Qi
Kiki Zheng
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C ouncil M embers
Executive Committee
President

Mr. George Huang, PBM, DSM
Amoy Canning Corporation (S) Ltd

Deputy President

Mr. Birch Sio
Concord Associates Pte Ltd
Mr. Saw Ken Wye
Crimson Logic Pte Ltd

Mr. Douglas Foo, BBM
Sakae Holdings Ltd

Mr. Ryan Chioh
FarEastFlora.com Pte Ltd

Vice President

Mr. Tay Jih-Hsin
Swee Hin Power Systems Pte Ltd

Vice President

Industry Group Chairmen

Dr. Ahmad Magad, JP
II-VI Singapore Pte Ltd
Mr. Simon Li
Feoso Oil (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Vice President

Mr. Low Beng Tin, BBM
OEL (Holdings) Limited

Honorary Secretary
Dr. Moh Chong Tau, PBM
Makino Asia Pte Ltd

Honorary Treasurer
Mr. Philip Lee
KPMG LLP

Emeritus President

Mr. Renny Yeo, PBM

Mr. Sunny Koh, PBM
Chinatown Food Corporation
Pte Ltd

Automation Technology
Mr. Billy Wong
Metrohm Singapore Pte Ltd

Building Products &
Construction Materials

Food & Beverage

Mr. Cheong Chung Kin
Win Sin (Pte) Ltd

Lifestyle

Ms. Zhang Jia Lin
Inflo Health Sciences Pte Ltd

Life Sciences

Mr. Tsang Kwan Lung
GP Batteries International Limited
Mr. George Wong, PBM
Hoclink Systems & Services Pte Ltd
Mr. Adam Hamid
Naina Mohamed & Sons Pte Ltd

Mr. Koe Khoon Poh
ICM Pharma Pte Ltd

Mr. Patrick Chang
Paclin Office Products Pte Ltd

Mr. Alok Mishra
Johnson & Johnson Pte Ltd

Medical Technology

Mr. Tan Boon Chong
Schneider Electric Singapore
Pte Ltd

Metal, Machinery &
Engineering

Mr. Lim Meng Wee
SP Consulting (International) Pte Ltd

Mr. John Kong
M Metal Pte Ltd

NB: In alphabetical order by company

Packaging Council of
Singapore

SMF Secretariat

Ms. Annabelle Tan
Brite Koncept Pte Ltd

Mr. Lam Joon Khoi
Secretary-General

Electrical, Electronics &
Allied Industries

NB: In alphabetical order by
industry group

Dr. Michael Teng
Assistant Secretary-General

Energy & Chemicals

Mr. Samson Wong
Asia Pacific Breweries (S) Pte Ltd

Mr. Rowan Tan
DORMA Far East Pte Ltd
Mr. Rodney Lee
Tacam Steel Pte Ltd

Mr. Tay Jih-Hsin
Swee Hin Power Systems Pte Ltd
Mr. Brendan Wauters
Senoko Energy Pte Ltd

Mr. Alban Kang
ATMD Bird & Bird LLP

*Information is correct as of June 2014.
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Visitors to SMF

16 April 2014
Mr. George Huang, President of SMF together
with SMF secretariat welcomes His Excellency
Mr. Kirk Wagar, Ambassador of the United
States of America to Singapore

24 April 2014
(3rd from left): Mr. Sergey Pernikov, Vice
Governor of the Administration of Pskov
Region, Russian Federation

10 May 2014
SMF had the honor of receiving the Australia
High Commissioner, His Excellency
Mr Philip Green for a visit and meeting at
SMF premises

13 May 2014
(L-R): Ms. Emmeline Lam, Director of Global Business Group; Mr. Sunny
Koh, Chairman of Membership & Industry Groups Function Committee; His
Excellency Cheth Naren, Ambassador of Royal Embassy of Cambodia; Mr.
George Huang, SMF President and Mr. Lam Joon Khoi, SMF Secretary-General

22 May 2014
Group photo of the Cambodian Officials, headed by His Excellency Sok
Sopheak (centre), Director General for Trade Support Services, Ministry of
Commerce
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News and Update

SMF Recognises Business Sustainability and Business
Model Innovation
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) announced
the inaugural SMF Awards on 9 May 2014. The SMF Awards
comprise of two main classes, namely, SMF Sustainable Growth
Award and SMF Business Model Innovation Award. The Award
Ceremony for the winners will be held on 8 October 2014 at
Swissotel The Stamford.

“SMF is a national institution which champions the growth
of manufacturing sector. In this ever-changing business
environment, SMF works together with the industry to
support and transform businesses in the manufacturing
sector,” commented Mr. George Huang, President of Singapore
Manufacturing Federation.

The SMF Sustainable Growth Award aims to recognise
companies which have demonstrated the ability to adapt to
different economic situations and grown their businesses and
profitability over the long term. The Award also encourages
companies to plan and strive to grow through both good and
bad economic cycles.
The SMF Business Model Innovation Award is the first Award
in Singapore to recognise outstanding companies that have
achieved success in transforming their business models. The
objective of this Award is to inspire the local business community
to pursue transformational growth through business model
innovation.
This Award celebrates innovative growth strategies in today’s
fast-changing business landscape and honours companies
that have achieved excellence in innovative thinking and
implementation in business model change. With this Award,
SMF hopes to build a local community of entrepreneurs and
innovators whose sustainable exchange of experiences, insights
and wisdom will support the growth of local industries in the
long run.

Qualifying Criteria for the Awards
The qualifying criteria for the SMF Sustainable Growth
Award include:
• Must be a Singapore-incorporated Company OR has
a Regional Headquarters in Singapore
• Must be a company that has been incorporated for at
least the last 5 years
• Must be a manufacturing company OR manufacturing
services & support
The qualifying criteria for SMF Business Model
Innovation Award include:
• Must be a Singapore-incorporated Company OR has
Regional Headquarters in Singapore
• Must be a company that has been incorporated for at
least 1 year
For more information, please visit www.smfawards.sg

SMF AWARDS ORGANISING
COMMITTEE
Chairman
Philip Lee
Partner, KPMG LLP
Committee Members
Zhang Jia Lin
Director, Inflo Health Sciences Pte Ltd
Philip Lee,
Chairman

SMF Awards Organising
Committee, Singapore
Manufacturing Federation

“Renowned author and management
consultant
Peter
Drucker
has
written in his book ‘Innovation and
Entrepreneurship’
the
following
statements: “Innovation is the specific
instrument of entrepreneurship. The
act that endows resources with a new
capacity to create wealth.”

Birch Sio
Managing Director,
Concord Associates Pte Ltd
Adam Hamid
Managing Director,
Naina Mohamed & Sons Pte Ltd
Lam Joon Khoi
Secretary-General,
Singapore Manufacturing Federation
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Work at Height Seminar
Following the success of the first Fall Prevention Plan (FPP)
Seminar, Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) organised
a second seminar focusing on Work at Height (WAH) regulations
for the manufacturing sector. Supported by the Workplace
Safety and Health Council, the seminar held on 10 April 2014 at
the SMF House Auditorium attracted over 120 participants and
exhibitors providing workplace safety solutions.
The seminar aimed to educate participants on the salient
points of the Workplace Safety and Health (Work at Height)
Regulations as well as the development and implementation
of the FPP at workplaces. Mr. Chan Yew Kwong, Director of
the Occupational Safety & Health Inspectorate Department,
Ministry of Manpower, gave a detailed talk on the Workplace
Safety and Health (Work at Height) Regulations and the Permitto-Work (PTW) system.
This was followed by Professor Natarajan Krishnamurthy,
Consultant: Safety, Structures & Computer Applications, who
gave an in-depth and humor-laced presentation on the current
practice in working safely at height in Singapore and other
countries.

Participants were satisfied with the seminar which they found
to be informative and relevant.
“I attended the seminar to find out more about the FPP. The
seminar is very good with a lot of detailed explanations on the
regulations. It is good to have such seminars as it is important to
educate all the employers so that they can know more to ensure
the safety of workplaces,” said Mr. Wong from Best Chemical Co
(S) Pte Ltd.

Participants at the seminar included factory occupiers, manufacturers, EHS
managers and contractors

Workshop on Leadership and Corporate Management
On 10 April 2014, Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF) organised a workshop on
Leadership and Corporate Management conducted
by Mr. Allen Pathmarajah, Executive Chairman of
AJP Advisers Group. Nineteen participants attended
the workshop.

Mr. Pathmarajah giving an insightful presentation on leadership skills and
corporate management

The workshop focused on the importance of
leadership in enabling some companies to
consistently lead in the market place while others
struggle from crisis to crisis. To achieve sustainable
success, companies need leaders who are able
to respond swiftly and decisively to changes and
to adapt to new realities. Through the lively and
engaging workshop, the participants learnt how
to improve their leadership skills and to develop
techniques that help to nurture leadership qualities
in others.
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Demystifying the Matching Process behind the SME
Talent Programme

Diagram: STP Matching Process between Company and Candidate
Mr. Toh Qin Han, student from ITE College Central will
be joining Hock Seng Marine Engineering Pte Ltd in
2016

The SME Talent Programme, otherwise known as STP, is
managed by the Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF),
among other appointed organisations. Annually, the STP team
in SMF reaches out to more than 1,600 students/graduates in
the five Polytechnics and the Institute of Technical Education.
A pool of candidates are identified to match with participating
companies. This article aims to shed insight on the matching
process between candidates and STP companies.
Upon approval, STP companies will be sent a consolidated
database of the identified students/graduates, based on the
preferred course(s) of study. The STP company is empowered
to contact candidates who are deemed suitable, based on both
immediate hiring needs and long-term succession planning.
In addition, the STP team will collaborate with the company to
build up a pool of ‘hot’ candidates keen on specific positions.
To achieve this, the team compiles the list of available positions
offered by the company into a central jobs database, which
will be disseminated to the relevant course managers and
interested students/graduates. The STP team will collate and
forward all resumes received for each position to the company
for consideration.
The STP further value-adds by availing multiple channels for
companies to ‘talent-spot’ promising young hires through
opportunities for internships, career talks, networking sessions,
learning journeys and increased media awareness.
Recognising that each participating company is unique, the STP
team gives full liberty for companies to decide on the necessary
next-steps before extending an offer to potential candidates.
“We encourage our companies to view the STP as an additional
hiring tool in attracting young talents. We have instances
where companies offered the STP to candidates immediately
after the first interview, while other companies extended the
STP only after the candidate concluded an internship or work
stint. It really depends on the comfort level of the company
as well as the perceived fit between candidate and company,”
remarked Dr Vincent Wee, Director in charge of the SME Talent
Programme at SMF.
Companies tapping on the STP can maximise their return on
investment by leveraging on the SMF’s Centre of Corporate
Learning to build up capabilities in identifying, attracting

and retaining the right talent. “Organisations that Hire Right,
Retain Right and Train Right typically have a more engaged and
stable workforce. This puts them in an advantage versus their
competitors that may have to constantly spend time rehiring
and retraining,” shared Dr Wee.
Stay tuned for the next STP write-up as the STP team shares
pointers behind identifying, shortlisting and getting the perfect
candidate for your company.
“My company was introduced to the STP after we attended a
visit to ITE event. STP aids in the hiring process. We are able to
find the target group of candidates who fits in our company’s
requirement. The hiring process takes about one to two months.
The key benefits that we see from the programme are numerous.
Firstly, it provides a ready pool of technically trained young
people with the interest in the industry. Students who are keen
to tap on the programme potentially possess inherent character
traits and attributes which the companies are looking out for.
Secondly, it allows the company to develop more structured
approaches with subsidised funding to train the younger
workforce and improve work productivity. Furthermore, the
bond period will allow the candidate to stay for at least 1-2 years.
This is essential for them to adapt to the culture and acquire the
necessary knowledge and skills, after which they may choose
to stay in the company to further growth”, said Ms. Ho Pei Yui,
Manager of Finance & Admin, Hock Seng Marine Engineering
Pte Ltd.

SME Talent Programme
The SME Talent Programme (STP) aims to attract local
Polytechnic and ITE students to SMEs through the offer of
a study award. This includes tuition fee sponsorship, study
allowances and a sign-on bonus.
SMEs on-board the STP can look forward to having up to 70%
of the cost of the study awards funded by SPRING Singapore
and a training grant totalling up to $10,000. Students matched
will begin employment with the SME upon graduation, with
a bond period not exceeding two years.
To find out more details on the STP,
please contact the STP team at:
stp@smecentre-smf.sg or 6826 3148
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SME Conference - Grow Your Business
Through Innovation
600 SME CEOs, founders, entrepreneurs and policy makers.
2014 SME Centre Conference focused on the need for SMEs
to constantly explore and discover alternative ways to
breakthrough into new frontiers. With today’s rapidly changing
business climate, SMEs will undoubtedly need to be highly
adaptable, creative and in tune with the latest market trends.
Companies will also be forced to challenge conventional
business management mind-set and business models in order
to keep pace with the competition.

Guest-of-Honour, Mr. Teo Ser Luck, Minister of State, Ministry of Trade and
Industry giving his Opening Address

The SME Conference was held on 20 March 2014 at Singapore
Expo, Max Atria. Themed “Innovate to Stay Ahead”, the
conference for this year’s SME Centre was aimed to provide a
conducive platform for micro and small enterprises to learn
and network.
The SME Centre Conference is an annual event jointly organised
by the SME Centres. Every year, the SME Centre Conference
engages well-respected business leaders and knowledge
experts to share on their insights and experiences. Supported
by SPRING Singapore, the conference seeks to expose SMEs to
fresh business ideas and management models. The SME Centre
Conference is also a valuable channel to provide practical
and useful information about the upcoming financial year’s
business outlook and trends. Further, conference participants
are provided with an excellent platform to network with some

Mr. Lau Tai San, Chairman, SME Centre@SCCCI kick-started the
conference by giving an opening address. “SME Centres play a
crucial role in cultivating awareness on relevant government
schemes in advising SMEs. The micro enterprises are also an
integral part in the business eco-landscape. Companies need
a push in productivity exposure to innovate and stay ahead.
SME Centre will continue to reach out businesses. The various
SME Centres will work closely with chambers and associations
and advise companies specific to their industrial needs.” he
commented.
“We hope productivity comes from innovation. The
government has introduced schemes so enterprises can have
larger investment in Information Technology. The Innovation &
Capability Voucher (ICV) include eight vouchers, out of which
two vouchers are catered for the investment in equipment that
could bring about higher productivity. The SME Centres play
an important role. Our advisors are well-trained to provide
assistance to SMEs. SME Centres also provide workshops and
seminars which are relevant and beneficial for SMEs. Most
importantly, we need SMEs to step forward, implement the
necessary changes for future survival,” shared Minister Teo.

SME Centre@SouthWest
Celebrates the First Anniversary
SME Centre@SouthWest celebrated its first anniversary on 5
June 2014. Mayor Low Yen Ling graced the joyous occasion
together with representatives from Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF) and SPRING Singapore.
In its first year, the SME Centre@SouthWest had reached out
to an impressive 627 businesses, helping them to better cope
with imminent challenges of restructuring and improving
productivity in competitive business environments.

Mayor Low Yen Ling (3rd from left), together with representatives
from Singapore Manufacturing Federation and SPRING Singapore
celebrated the first anniversary of SME Centre@SouthWest
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Time for Innovation

Innovation covers every aspect of your business - you can be
innovative with your products, services or business processes.
This adds value by changing traditional organisational forms
and practices. The integration of innovation in your business
usually leads to a positive result. In many cases, embracing
innovation can lead to increased turnover, more effective
competitiveness and possibly a growth in profits.
In conjunction with the national productivity drive to raise
productivity growth by 2 to 3 percent over the next 10 years,

Singapore Manufacturing Federation’s Centre for Corporate
Learning (SMF CCL) is driving productivity growth through
relevant productivity and innovation tools that could help
companies improve their operational efficiency. WSQ Certified
Productivity & Innovation (CPI) Manager and SME QIANG
(Quality Initiatives to Assist, Nurture and Grow) are two popular
programmes, jointly developed by Singapore Workforce
Development agency (WDA) and Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF).

WSQ Certified Productivity & Innovation (CPI) Manager
The WSQ Certified Productivity & Innovation Manager Programme is targeted at
professionals, managers and executives in any sector. This programme is designed
for key personnel identified by their organizations to be trained and developed as
change agents or Productivity Champions in their respective companies to increase
productivity.

Course Outline
18 full days of classroom training, spread over 2 months typically

Workshop I
• Review work flow process
• Genba analysis

Workshop II
• Review kaizen hypothesis
• Set KPI goals

Module 1 : WSQ Certified Operations Professional (COP) (10 Days)
		

Team building, supervising, quality planning and work improvement

Module 2 :
		

WSQ Implement Business Process Re-Engineering (4 Days)
Planning, re-engineering and change management

Module 3 :

WSQ Implement Lean Six Sigma (4 Days) Lean culture, value stream
mapping, just-in-time, measuring and sustaining

Module 4 :

Enterprise Productivity Improvement Programme 3-4 months (on site)

Learn the best practices from the productivity adopters at
both national and multinational levels as they share their
invaluable productivity journeys:
“This is the first lean project that we have embarked on.
Through the project, we learnt about the lean philosophy
and apply the methodology to our work process.
Participants who have benefitted from the programme can
now pass down their knowledge to the other colleagues.
We are now ready to develop the culture of lean thinking
to surface opportunities for greater productivity,” said Mr.
Chia Chee Seng, CEO, Diethelm Keller Aviation Pte Ltd.

Workshop III
• Review kaizen plans & schedule
• Review Investment

Workshop IV
• Confirm Results
• Prepare Closure Report
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Innovation does not have to be a ground-breaking, world-changing invention.
Innovation in your business means doing something new, different, smarter or better
that will make a positive difference. As an SME, you have an advantage - smaller
businesses can often be more flexible than larger firms and can act quickly to embrace
new ideas.

SME QIANG
SME Qiang is a suite of WSQ modules bundled with a Productivity
Improvement Project, and the training modules are tailored specifically to
SMEs’ management and their workforce needs. Senior management will be
able to acquire productivity concepts and knowledge, while workers identified
to be productivity agents within the SMEs will learn about implementing lean
Six Sigma concepts through a Productivity Improvement Project under the
guidance of Black Belt Consultants.

SME QIANG AS THE ULTIMATE LEAN SOLUTION

Witness how productivity concepts
and tools have helped companies
to streamline their processes and
accelerate sustainable growth:
“The SME QIANG project has
allowed us to re-look into our
business process which has
brought about higher productivity.
It also has a positive effect on
workplace safety. As productivity
improvement is a continuous
process, our staff and management
will work closely to achieve greater
heights in Labour Productivity,”
said Mr. TP Chan, Chief Executive
Officer, Laundry Network Pte Ltd.

Course Structure
Module 1
WSQ Manage Productivity Improvement to Achieve Business Objectives
Module 2
WSQ Implement Lean Six Sigma + Productivity Improvement Project

Training Class Day 1 (Week 1)
Introduction to Lean &
Lean Culture

Project Workshop 1 (Week 2)
Project Scoping

Training Class Day 2 (Week 3)
Value Stream Mapping & Stability
Process Improvement

Project Workshop 2 (Week 4)
Value Stream Mapping &
Genba Analysis

Training Class Day 3 (Week 5)
Just-in-Time & Measuring

Project Workshop 3 (Week 6)
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) &
Improvement Plan

Training Class Day 4 (Week 7)
Sustaining and Assessment

Project Workshop 4 (Week 8)
Review Improvement Results &
Control Plans

Module 3
WSQ Plan & Implement Productivity Framework

Let SMF CCL help you to design
and implement your innovation
process in your organisation.
Speak

to

our

consultant

at

6826 3100 or email us at
ccl@smfederation.org.sg
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Murdoch University Graduation 2014

lecturers are friendly and I have made
many good friends. I am thankful for
what SMF Institute has given me,” said
Mr. Lee Yun Sheng, Bachelor of Science.

Ms. Tan Xue Wei with Professor Richard Higgott, Vice Chancellor of Murdoch University and Mr. Lam Joon
Khoi, Secretary-General of Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF)

On 20 March 2014, SMF Institute of
Higher Learning (SMF Institute), together
with Murdoch University, celebrated the
graduating Class of 2014. The graduation
ceremony was held at Fairmont Ballroom,
Raffles City Convention Centre.
The Valedictorian, Ms. Tan Xue Wei,
achieved a Double Major in Banking and
Finance through two years of hard work.
While getting her degree at SMF Institute,
Ms. Tan learnt valuable lessons from her
lecturers, who not only made the lessons
entertaining, but also shared their life

experiences with the students.
“I came into Murdoch two years ago,
leaving my stable job in the banking
industry. This took me a great deal of
courage but I am glad that I made this
decision,” said Ms. Tan.
The other graduates also shared their
appreciation for the lecturers at SMF
Institute.
“SMF Institute provides a challenging
and dynamic learning environment. The

“The courses are tough but the lecturers
are very helpful. You can approach them
anytime for help. I chose to further my
degree with Murdoch University under
SMF Institute because the courses
offered were specific and allowed me to
specialize in a specific field. Murdoch
University is research-intensive and
its courses on new technology suit my
interest,” said Mr. Mohamed Jafarsadiq,
graduate of the Bachelor of Science in
Cyber Forensics, Information Security &
Management and Business Information
System.
“Good lecturers are hard to come by.
The ones at SMF Institute are very
knowledgeable. The Human Resource
modules are useful and the knowledge
learnt is applicable in real life. It has
helped me to build a good foundation for
my future career,” said Mr. Justin Lee, a
graduate of the Bachelor of Commerce in
Human Resources and Finance.

Encouraging an Active Lifestyle for All
“Physical fitness is not only one of the
most important keys to a healthy body;
it is the basis of dynamic and creative
intellectual activity,” wrote John F.
Kennedy. It is indeed a noteworthy
quote for many of us who are leading a
sedentary office life. To help arrest this
trend, 30 students from the SMF Institute
of Higher Learning (SMF Institute) set up
a booth at Yio Chu Kang Sports Centre
on 26 April 2014 in conjunction with the
launch of ActiveSG. ActiveSG is the latest
national movement by Sport Singapore
(formerly known as Singapore Sports
Council) aimed at encouraging healthy
living through sports.
The students, who are either recent
graduates or current students of Exercise
& Sports Science (BESS) programme
at SMF Institute, helped the members
of the public to perform various health
tests to determine their fitness levels.
The tests included Basic Anthropometry
Measurement, Step Up Test, Flexibility
Test, and Muscular Endurance, Stability
and Strength Test. During the ActiveSG
launch, more than 100 people visited

Participants going through the various tests while
monitored by the BESS students

the SMF Institute booth to see how they measured up to the health tests. Besides
helping to promote awareness of healthy living, the students also garnered a handson experience relating to sports science, allowing them to learn beyond the classroom.
“This event is very enjoyable. I learnt how to reach out to the community and share my
knowledge. I hope that we can contribute towards health promotion in Singapore and
help Singaporeans live a healthier lifestyle,” said Ms. Pamela Leow, a BESS Programme
graduate.
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Career, Education and Training Fair 2014

The career exhibition attracted a healthy crowd of job seekers

On 22 March 2014, the Singapore Manufacturing Federation
(SMF) welcomed a crowd of over 300 visitors to its inaugural
Career, Education and Training (CET) Fair 2014.
Organised by the SMF Institute of Higher Learning (SMF
Institute) and supported by SMF Centres of Excellence, e2i,
SPRING Singapore, Workforce Development Agency (WDA),
and the Goldbell Group, the fair received enthusiastic response
from job seekers, students and working professionals alike.
The full day event comprised of a great variety of activities
ranging from career fair and educational tours to seminars
and talks. The fair also included a company exhibition by 17
companies including big brand names such as FarEastFlora.
com, Coca-Cola, and Sakae Sushi that have set up their booths
in the auditorium. Employability coaches from e2i were also
present to provide consultancy and advice to job seekers on
employment and employability.
“The career exhibition is helpful as I have the opportunity to
meet the Human Resource Managers or Business Development
Managers who manage the booths and I can talk to them
directly regarding recruitment matters. It is much better than

Prospective students listening to the course preview talk on Sports Science

just sending in resumes online,” said Mr. Leong, a job seeker at
the career exhibition.
Another highlight of the fair was the SMF Institute Open House,
during which Murdoch University and Edith Cowan University
gave previews on the courses available at SMF Institute to
prospective students.
“SMF Institute is a good choice because it is quite well known
and the courses offered have some really interesting modules,”
commented Mr. Nelson Tan, one of the participants who came
to the preview talk on Sports Science.
Other than the career exhibition and preview talks, the SiPi
Productivity Solutions talk also received positive response
from the visitors. The talk focused on how Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs) can benefit from Enhanced Innovation
& Capability Vouchers (ICVs), as well as other solution areas
for SMEs to overcome business challenges. There was also a
series of talks on various topics including “Career Prospects in
the Logistics and Supply Chain Industry”, and “Securing your
Future with SME Talent Programme (STP)”.

SMF Institute is one of the top leading private educational providers in
Singapore. Together with partners such as Murdoch University, SMF Institute
continues to deliver quality education to its students

As the fair drew to a close in the evening, most participants left
looking satisfied, having benefited from the event in terms of
newly gained knowledge or job opportunities found.
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Learning from the Best on Business
Model Innovation

Group photo of happy participants after a fulfilling and fruitful session

Executives from small and
medium-sized
enterprises
found
the
one-day
‘Masterclass Workshop on
Business Model Design and
Innovation’ most beneficial in
understanding the dynamics
A group of participants designing
their business with the help of the
of business model innovation.
Business Model Canvas
The workshop was conducted
by Dr Yves Pigneur, author
of the international bestseller ‘Business Model Generation: A
Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challenges’.
Held on 17 April 2014, the workshop was organised by Singapore
Manufacturing Federation (SMF)’s Singapore Innovation &
Productivity Institute (SiPi).
The workshop offered participants an interactive, hands-on
session on how to use the Business Model Canvas (BMC) for
designing, assessing and challenging traditional business
models. Participants were challenged with a business scenario
and encouraged to try developing different business model
using the BMC and pitching to gather sentiments. The result
was a profuse and enthusiastic exchange of ideas amongst the
participants.
Dr Pigneur said that successful entrepreneurs share some
similar traits. Firstly, they do not focus on product innovation
alone. Secondly, they do not copy an existing business model.
Thirdly, they are also willing to take risks and experiment with
their businesses. He explained that while product and process
innovation are important aspects of entrepreneurship, having the
right business model usually would make the difference between

success and failure. The BMC is a useful tool to help companies
to innovate their business models and unlock new opportunities.
Participants also gained a better understanding of BMC through
a series of real life examples. In his humor-laced presentation,
Dr Pigneur also shed light on areas such as design-thinking
attitude and customer-centricity for exploring, prototyping and
testing business models.
According to Dr Pigneur, business model failures can be
addressed by testing out the business model prototypes
before fully implementing them. With changing variables, it is
important for the business model to evolve as well. “The lesson
is to rapidly prototype business models, and not to fall in love
with your first idea! Go outside and test your business models,”
he emphasised.
Participants expressed great satisfaction with the workshop.
Many of them found Dr Pigneur’s presentation clear, informative
and engaging.
“Having read Dr Pigneur’s book on Business Model Innovation
and as a fan of BMI, I was delighted to learn from Dr Pigneur.
This workshop exceeded my expectations and deepened my
understanding of BMI. I am excited to apply my learnings to my
organisation. The Business Model Canvas provides an excellent
business map for me to align my concepts. I would like to thank
Dr Pigneur for sharing with us his insights, and my appreciation
also goes to SMF and SiPi for organising this event. I hope SiPi
will continue to organise more of such events,” commented
one of the participants, Mr. Derrick Wong, Director, CoSeClinic
Wealth Creations Pte Ltd.
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Dr Yves Pigneur Speaks on BMI
Below is an edited extract from Connect’s recent interview with Dr Yves Pigneur:

What do you think are
the challenges faced
by the companies?
I think there are many
different challenges faced
by the entrepreneur. The
Business Model (BM)
design is clearly an issue,
one has to test it out and
constantly adapt it to the
environment. Execution is
key because if you are not
good at recruiting people,
resource
management,
and funding, it would be
difficult!
Some entrepreneurs may
find it challenging to first
come up with an idea, and
then try not to be stuck on just one idea, and to test it out with
the customers.

How successful are companies after they have
embarked on the proto-typing/testing process?
For me, it is a way of refining or coming up with new prototypes
if necessary. If you receive feedback which confirms that your
BM is good, it is just a refining move. However with negative
feedback, you will be forced to change your BM prototype,
which can be significantly different from the previous one. You
can change the value proposition, target audience, pricing and
channels, so as to gain customers’ favour.
When an entrepreneur launches the business, the BM would
be very different one year later. One has to constantly make
adjustments to the BM, depending on economic factors and
the company’s direction.

What is the current trend you have observed for
interest in BMI among businesses?
Prototyping does not belong to the DNA of the companies.
Many companies like to have just one plan and execute it.
Prototyping BM, and getting customers’ response and similar
experimenting is not popular and common within companies. I
think this is one of the big issues. There are companies that have
an idea, and they try to launch [without prototyping first], and
when a catastrophe happens, they are forced to change the plan
in the middle of the crisis.
I think companies are not really convinced that continual testing
is useful. They can be too confident of their prototype and
due to the time pressure, they decide to launch their product.
However the time you spend at the beginning testing out the
BM could translate into the money you would avoid losing later.
If you have taken the time to test a little bit, it could be just the
time you need to realign your BM.

Companies are reluctant to test as they think the customers
would steal their idea. There are methods to protect your idea
such as patents or confidentiality clauses.
The mindset that the companies or entrepreneurs should have
is to test like engineers or scientists, prototype like architects or
designers, and use good tools and not the same tools for doing
everything. You can use Business Canvas (BC) when you try to
design the BM, the environment models when you try to analyze
your environment, and use the value proposition canvas when
you try to analyze the fit between your value proposition and
your customers’ profiles. These are the tools to use, and I think
we need more dedicated tools.
About 80% of companies use the basic tool of SWOT Analysis.
The more sophisticated tools such as the balance score card, or
the blue ocean strategy are used by only 15% of the companies.
I think that in doing strategy and management, we need to have
the right tool for the right action, or to use the best tool and
adapt it to what you want to do.

How can we encourage more companies, especially in
the manufacturing sector, to embrace the BMI?
If you are a SME within the manufacturing industry, you have
to find ways to innovate. You have to change something [about
your company] on a mid-term or long term basis. You could
change processing, products, partners, and sometimes, the
BMs. And in terms of innovation, it is not just to improve, but
to come up with something more creative. The companies in
a way will play the role of the startup and invent. So from this
standpoint, tools like the Business Model Canvas (BMC) could
be helpful to them.

Businesses innovate BM for sustainability, but how do
they sustain that innovation?
I think it is a problem of culture. I agree that innovation is
not a one-time activity. You need to practise if you need to be
innovative. You try to make it a daily activity by asking what
could I do better? Not just for my products, but what could I
do next year, or how to avoid some pitfalls, etc. Maintaining the
momentum to be innovative is a problem. You have to execute
what you decide and create.

Could you share with us some of your future works
you have in mind?
Within the next three to four months, we will publish this book
on the value proposition canvas. It is dedicated to all who
wish to design a great value proposition, to profile and to test
the value proposition, and also to relate the BMC to the value
proposition canvas.
On a long term, maybe in two to three years’ time, I wish to
address the eco-system or inter-relationships between BMs or
canvases, including the BMs of your competitors. If you are
in a bigger company, maybe you have many more BMs. For
example, if you are in Nestlé, you might have 50 different BMs
because you are in different markets.
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SiPi Productivity Challenge Trophy 2014:
Nurturing Young Adults to be
More Productivity-Conscious
that the Polytechnics and Junior Colleges have demonstrated
overwhelming support for this event,” said Mr. Douglas Foo,
Deputy President of Singapore Manufacturing Federation.
The champion school was Republic Polytechnic which
received a cash prize of S$2,000 and S$450 worth of Personal
Development Training voucher. The first runner-up, Temasek
Polytechnic and second runner-up, Hwa Chong Institution also
received cash prizes of S$1,000 and S$500 respectively, together
with Personal Development vouchers.

The top five teams, namely, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Temasek Polytechnic, Republic
Polytechnic, Hwa Chong Institution and National Junior College

Over 40 graduating students from various polytechnics/junior
colleges gained precious industry insights into productivity,
thanks to the Singapore Innovation and Productivity Institute
(SiPi) Productivity Challenge Trophy for Higher Education 2014,
an inaugural competition designed for the graduating students
in March 2014.
The challenge comprised of two segments – first an industry
knowledge quiz, where top performers were selected to
participate in a productivity workshop. The second segment of
the Challenge saw the top performers presenting their problemsolving abilities to a business and productivity problem given
earlier, with the knowledge acquired during the productivity
workshop.
Schools which participated in the SiPi Challenge Trophy
included Republic Polytechnic, Temasek Polytechnic, Nanyang
Polytechnic, Singapore Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic,
Innova Junior College, Yishun Junior College, Hwa Chong
Institution and National Junior College.
“The culture of productivity is transmitted from one generation
to another generation. The SiPi Productivity Challenge Trophy is
the first of its kind. This is to inculcate awareness and to generate
levels of interest for the younger generation. We are pleased

In addition, Mr. Yeo Ming Hui from Temasek Polytechnic was
identified as the Individual Champion for Industry Knowledge
Quiz.
“The SiPi Challenge Trophy for Higher Education is a mini test of
the skill-sets learnt in school for my students. In their Diploma
programme, the students learn about productivity and process
optimization. Through this challenge, they are able to witness
the application of the tools they learnt from the textbook. It
is a beneficial experience for the students before they move
on to their final year, whereby they will be embarking on an
attachment programme,” shared Dr. Tony Halim, Section Head,
Business Process & Systems Engineering, Temasek Polytechnic.
“The SiPi Challenge Trophy for Higher Education is not just
a competition. It is also a superb platform for our students
to learn about productivity, process optimisation and SME
industries from the experts. As productivity is key to the growth
of Singapore’s economy, the knowledge and skills gained to
manage and improve productivity will benefit our students
tremendously in their future career development. The workshop
was well-organised with close guidance from the professional
productivity coaches. It has enabled our students to understand
the complex issues related to productivity through realistic
scenarios, and to apply practical tools to analyse and solve these
issues. The competition is a great opportunity for students to
acquire new skills and network with the experts,” concluded
Mr. Koh Wee Hiong, Director, SoE Directorate, Diploma in
Engineering Science, Ngee Ann Polytechnic.
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World Cities Summit
Asia is the region with the highest number of megacities, and the
fastest pace of urbanization in the world, hence Singapore holds
a unique convening power for the World Cities Summit (WCS).
As cities increasingly take a holistic approach to achieving
sustainable growth, Singapore takes the lead to support greater
discourse and action by convening several global events to
enable world leaders to network with an even wider group of
public and private sector players and to tap synergies between
urban planning, water and environmental solutions.
The WCS is the exclusive and premier platform for government
leaders and industry experts to address liveable and sustainable
city challenges, share integrated urban solutions and forge
new partnerships. Held in conjunction with the Singapore
International Water Week (SIWW) and the CleanEnviro Summit
Singapore, WCS enables delegates to discover synergies between
urban planning, water and environmental solutions.

Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize

in the creation of liveable, vibrant, and sustainable urban
communities with a high quality of life.
In Plenary sessions, high-level speakers from government,
industry and international organisation sectors will share
insights on cross-disciplinary urban policy and governance
issues, highlighting the new challenges in the respective roles
of city officials, business leaders, and civil society in co-creating
liveable and sustainable cities.
Thematic tracks offer the opportunity for speakers to dive deep
into topical issues on creating liveable and sustainable cities.
Case studies and best practices will be shared by city leaders
and practitioners who have directly led the projects to their
successful conclusion.
In-Focus Forums uncover upcoming city-level projects,
development hotspots, industry trends and policies in key
markets including China, India, Southeast Asia and Latin
America. The forums capture the energy of urbanization across
the world today, and highlight opportunities for investment and
partnership.

Plenaries

Highlights of the WCS include the Lee Kuan Yew World City
Prize, World Cities Summit Mayors Forum, Plenary Sessions,
Thematic Tracks like “Safe and Liveable Cities”, “Will Mayors
Rule the World?”, “Making Plans into Reality”, “Building Resilient
Cities”, “Innovative Urban Solutions for safe and Liveable
Cities” and “Future Mobility”, China, Latin America, India and
Southeast Asia In-Focus Forums, Site Visits, Networking Events
and strategic co-located events.

Site Visits are specially designed half-day tours that offer World
Cities Summit participants first-hand perspectives on how
policies and ideas can be implemented successfully. Hosted
by diverse public sector agencies in Singapore, these visits will
give participants a behind-the-scenes look at real issues while
providing unique, practical learning experiences.

The marquee event of the WCS, the WCS Mayors Forum 2014,
will bring together Mayors and their peers – the most senior
leaders of development banks, international organisations, and
urban solutions companies – on 1st June 2014, to deep dive into
the urban challenges identified at the 2013 forum as the most
critical and urgent to be discussed and tackled together.
The Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize is one of the key highlights
at the World Cities Summit. Delivered by the World City Prize
Laureate, City of Suzhou, and Special Mentions, City of Medellin
and Yokohama, it is a platform that celebrates the achievements

To find out more, please contact Miss Sarah Tang at
info@worldcities.com.sg
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Global Standards to Improve Patient Safety and
Cost-Effective Healthcare System
In today’s fast-ageing societies, having an effective healthcare
system supported by affordable healthcare-related activities is
a boon to everyone, especially the elderly and the financially
less privileged. Thankfully, technological advancement and
innovation have led to interesting developments in areas such
as personalised medicine, customised devices and mobile
healthcare.
The cornerstones of safe medication practices are the “FIVE
Rights”:
1 RIGHT patient
The patient’s identity must be verified against the
prescription to ensure the right patient is receiving
treatment;
2 RIGHT medication
The provider must verify that the right medication is used;
3 RIGHT dose
The right dose should be confirmed against the prescription;
4 RIGHT time
Medications should be given at the right time; and
5 RIGHT route
Medications that can be given in different ways, such as
intramuscularly or intravenously must be given via the right
route.
From September 2014, the United States Food & Drug
Administration (FDA) will announce the establishment of the
Unique Device Identifier (UDIs) system to mark and identify
medical devices within the healthcare supply chain. Adopting
such Global Standards could help save thousands of lives and
billions of dollars each year.
Global standards enable industry-wide applications and
processes that support the FIVE Rights, improving patient
safety and supply chain efficiency:
1. Bedside Scanning
2. Target full recall administration
3. Traceability of medical devices
4. Medication receipt authentication
5. Inventory management collaboration
6. Transaction automation
Barcoding offers benefits at each packaging level
Barcode on
secondary packaging
Without
Serialisation

Barcode on
primary packaging

With
Serialisation

Information
on barcode

• Product
identification
• Lot Number
• Expiry

• Product
identification
• Lot Number
• Expiry
• Serial number

• Product
identification

Information
on barcode

• Inventory
management
• Recall
effectiveness for
pharmaceuticals

• Inventory
management
• Recall
effectiveness for
pharmaceuticals

• Prevention of
medication
errors

Examples

• Identifies product

• Identifies one pack
of a product

• Identifies single
unit packaging
of product

Product identification is a foundation of global standards.
Using standardised product identifiers can avoid errors in
order processing and reduce non-value-added work such as
relabeling of barcodes with own inventory numbers.
When products are barcoded, the standardised product
identification is captured automatically as the products move
through the supply chain, down to the point of use.
With better understanding of the scale and source of inefficiency,
global standards can reduce key components of healthcare
cost. Globally, there is an estimated annual incidence of 50100 million medication errors, which result in 10-35 million
preventable Adverse Drug Effects (ADEs) and $18-115 billion in
associated potential healthcare costs.
Implementing global standards could help fight counterfeit
medications, as serialization, traceability, and authentication
would catch duplicative and unauthorized serial numbers
and allow stakeholders to verify supply chain history for each
product.
A global data standard can help substantially reduce medication
errors in the following ways:
1. Clinical decision-making applications can suggest better
dosing based on patient and product data, and avoid
interactions;
2. Computerised physician order entry (CPOE) can replace
hand-written prescriptions with electronic orders to reduce
transcription errors;
3. Product ID scanning can eliminate confusion caused by
similar-sounding names of different medications or devices,
and unit conversions, thus reducing dispensing errors;
4. Bedside barcode scanning can match the patient to the
medication or device, preventing administration errors; and
5. Electronic prescription records, along with allergy checks
and drug interaction programs, can reduce ordering and
administration errors.

GS1 SG Event Update

How can the adoption of global standards help address the
issue of patient safety and healthcare efficiency? With the
UDI rule now finalised and its implementation around the
corner, industry partners should be aware of the regulations
and the need to implement the multiple components to
meet the requirements.
GS1 Singapore will organise a healthcare forum in September
2014. The forum will offer a wealth of information on the
abovementioned subjects. It will also provide participants
with a platform for networking and exchange of ideas.
Date :
Time :
Venue :
		

2 September 2014
9am – 1pm
Singapore Manufacturing Federation
2985 Jalan Bukit Merah S 159457

For more information, please visit us at contact@gs1.org.sg /
6826 3077 (Hotline).
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A Look Into SMF - SDO’s Future Plans
SMF-Standards Development Organisation (SMF-SDO), under
the guidance of the Steering Committee, has been awarded a
second term by SPRING Singapore to be the SDO for General
Engineering & Safety Standards Committee, Biomedical
Standards Committee and Food Standards Committee. With
effect from 1 April 2014, SDO has also been appointed as the
SDO for an addition Standards Committee – the Manufacturing
Standards Committee (MSC), to develop, promote and
implement the standards in the manufacturing industry.
The editorial team had the pleasure of interviewing Mr. Tay JihHsin, Chairman of SMF-SDO on the newly established MSC, as
well as SDO’s future plans.
Mr. Tay is Managing Director of Swee Hin Power Systems Pte
Ltd and a respected member of the SMF Council. He is also the
Chairman of SMF-SDO Steering Committee that ensures the
effective running and governance of SMF-SDO.

SMF-SDO has been recently appointed
by SPRING Singapore as the SDO for the
Manufacturing Standards Committee.
Can you share with us some of the areas
that SMF-SDO plans on focusing?
The Manufacturing Standards Committee
comprises members from the various
government agencies, academia and
the industry to lead and strategically
direct and guide the various technical
committees in developing standards
in areas identified as critical priority
for increasing competitiveness and
productivity. SMF-SDO will provide
general policy directions and advice
that best forecasts future demand
of standards for the manufacturing
sector. To name a few, the areas of
focus will be on automation, general
manufacturing, additive manufacturing
and re-manufacturing, process industry
and logistics.

You have been the Chairman of the
SMF-SDO Steering Committee since
2013.With your wealth of industrial
knowledge and experience, what
are, in your opinion, some of the
necessary standards to implement
in the manufacturing industry?
A large portion of manufacturers have
deliberately relocated to neighbouring
countries where the production cost
is lower such that activities here are

more focused on higher-end manufacturing. The government’s
push for economic restructuring necessarily requires a relook into conventional methods of production and hence, the
business model must be relevantly ‘restructured’.
For example, an emerging trend in manufacturing is additive
manufacturing where standards are absent. SMF-SDO Steering
Committee is of the view that Singapore can take the lead in
this area of standards development by embarking on industryled research studies in applied additive manufacturing. In
the coming years, institutes in Singapore like the Nanyang
Technological University, will be conducting studies in areas
of additive manufacturing. Standards come into play when the
products and markets are established; standards on materials
and testing specifications will be required by the industry.

What are some of the new standards launched by
SMF-SDO? How can the different sectors benefit from
these standards?
Standards are important and they permeate throughout
the entire value chain of sourcing, production, process,
warehousing, distribution and, retailing, touching on safety,
environmental and health aspects as well. Alongside with the
long-term strategy towards economic restructuring, standards
implementation is another pathway towards improving a
company’s productivity, branding, economic competitiveness,
and assisting local SMEs’ forays into the international markets.
In 2013, five new standards were launched by the Food Standards
Committee and the General Electrical & Safety Standards
Committees under SMF-SDO’s management. They are:
a. Launch of TR 35: 2013 for Food Storage Warehouses
b. Launch of SS 583: 2013 for Food Safety Management System
(FSMS) for Food Service Establishments
c. Launch of SS 585: 2013 for Cold Chain Management of
Vegetables
d. Launch of SS 590:2013 for HACCP-based Food Safety
Management
e. Launch of SS 588: 2013 Specification for Personal Equipment
for Protection Against Falls - Rope Access Systems (Part 1 & 2)

What are some of SMF-SDO’s outreach plans for next
three years?
For the next three years, SMF-SDO has planned 60 Standards
Adoption Workshops which are in-depth industry briefing
sessions for companies interested and which are ready for
standards implementation.
These workshops will cover
new and existing standards and the assistance available,
such as consulting and government funding to support the
implementation of certifiable standards. Through the Standards
Adoption Workshop, SMF-SDO hopes to promote the awareness
and adoption of both national and international standards.
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Transforming a Business that Preserves
Heritage Delicacies
Cooking Art started out as a culinary school in the 1980s in
Singapore. Under the directives of its Wilton School of Cake
Decorating-trained founder, Kim Sim, Cooking Art soon
became one of Singapore’s premium cooking schools – known
for its wide repertoire of cooking courses taught by well-known
professional teachers. The mid-90s saw Cooking Art enter
a new arena to meet rising needs for a first-rate local dessert
supplier for Singapore’s hotel industry. Using the wealth of
culinary expertise garnered from its acclaimed cooking school
days, Cooking Art went behind the scene, manufacturing
confectioneries to support the demands of the booming local
food industry.
Since then, Cooking Art has been supplying Singapore’s top
hotels with local and international speciality desserts, pastries
and wedding cakes.
The products are freshly made everyday with the best
ingredients, without the use of any harmful preservatives.
“We take joy in providing high quality ‘kuehs’ to our customers.
Four years ago I decided to join the family business as we
would like to preserve the heritage of the Singapore-Peranakan
delicacy. Feedback from our customers is a source of motivation.
We have attended various events at Istana and royalties have
also placed special requests for the kuehs from us!” shared Ms.
Claire Ariela Shen, Director, Cooking Art Industries.
After joining the business, Ms. Shen has been pro-active in
the search for solutions to enhance the business. Cooking Art
joined Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) in 2006, and
has been participating in various events, seminars and trade
fairs organised by SMF.
Ms. Shen has approached SME Centre@SMF for business advice
after reading up on some of the government grants available.
“The first programme we have embarked on was the IMPACT
assessment. It is very useful as the assessment helped us to
think through the business situation and the challenges we
need to tackle. Cooking Art has been growing in tandem with
Singapore’s economy. In line with Singapore’s aim to boost
productivity and maximize the space and resources, we have
also started on 5S and 7W. The knowledge and experiences
shared by the consultant from SME Centre@SMF has helped to
accelerate our progress in the project we have embarked on. Our
team Cooking Art has also become more aware of productivity
issues after the professional advice given by the consultants,”
shared Ms. Shen.
Cooking Art has also tapped on various government schemes for
greater improvement. Some of the programmes include SMART,

Together with the team Ms. Claire Ariela Shen, Director, Cooking Art Industries
(far right) preserving the Singaporean-Peranakan flavour

ETS and SME QIANG by SMF’s Centre for Corporate Learning.
Ms. Shen said that the key thrust for business development is
the team at Cooking Art. She believes the development of the
staff and the growth of the business largely depends on the
workers.
In addition to the focus on business growth, Cooking Art is
looking at ways to create a sustainable environment. She
added that SMEs can work together, share ideas on business
collaborations and work towards a sustainable environment
for all to live in. “I think SMF youth committee is a very good
platform for SMEs or the second generation leaders to network,
share ideas and work collaboratively towards a sustainable
environment,” concluded Ms. Shen.

Contact SME Centre @ SMF to find out more!
Tel
: 6826 3020
Email : query@smecentre-smf.sg

It’s Your Business To Care

Mentally Healthy People = Happy People = Productive Workforce
Are you aware if any of your workers are dealing
with issues of grief, trauma and crises, such as death,
illness, family breakdown, violence, abuse, disaster,
accident, loss of job or life changes? It can affect them
emotionally and impact their performance at work.
Smart employers know this – that the company is
only as strong as its people.
It’s your business to care.
Caring for the psycho-emotional needs of your staff
doesn’t have to be difficult.
EMCC (Eagles Mediation & Counselling Centre)
can show you how…
sign up for our trauma/crisis counselling service where
on-site counselling will be provided.
direct your staff who need trauma/crisis counselling
(workplace accidents, sudden death/loss or
retrenchment cases) to call our centre for an
appointment.
report an incident and we will respond to your query
within 30 minutes.
We are available during critical times to meet your
organisation’s needs.
For more information about our services, workshops or talks, please
call: 6788 8220; email: reachus@emcc.org.sg

177 River Valley Road
#05-19 (Level M5) Liang Court
Singapore 179030
www.emcc.org.sg
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Case Study: Business Expansion to Iskandar

About Super Union

Future business plans

Established in 1991, Super Union Precision
Engineering Pte Ltd is one of the leading providers
for precision machining, modular assembly, systems
integration and contract equipment manufacturing
services. It provides services to various industries
ranging from Aviation, Automobiles, Hard-Disk
Drives to Semiconductors.

Super Union is planning to move the large products to the
production plant in Iskandar, while the Singapore office focus
on the sales and serve the needs of the customers. Singapore
would continue the production line which can cater to the
higher value products and orders which are very urgent. “The
change of business structure will take some time. Super Union
will stick to our core values in providing quality products to our
customers while keeping a balance in the expansion projects
that we have embarked. The cost of operation in Singapore may
be too high to serve the need of our production line, however,
Singapore is a good training ground for our workers. After the
providing the necessary trainings, we can send the experienced
workers to our production unit in Iskandar to train the other
workers situated there,” shared Ms. Lim.

Today, Super Union remains committed to providing
its customers with on-time delivery of quality and
reliable products that are cost-efficient.
Since its inception, Super Union has been making
steady progress in growing its business. In 2007,
Super Union took the leap and diversified the
business. Focusing on the quality of products
for their customers, Super Union ventured into
Aerospace Certification, Aviation, Medical and Oil
& Gas industries to serve the needs of customers in
these sectors.

Tips for the business leaders who are looking into
expansion plans
Agility is the key. “Do not go into a foreign country with a
Singapore mentality. Adapting to the culture is very important.”
Be prepared. “It is best to have personnel who are able to
communicate in the county’s language.”
Speak to the locals/ businesses which have set-up operation.
“They will have better understanding of the local environment
and could offer great tips”

Moving to Iskandar Malaysia
Super Union started the search for new grounds in Iskandar
Malaysia. The main two push factors are rental and manpower
issues. Ms. Sabrina Lim, Business Development Director shared
that the main objective for move to Iskandar is mainly due to
business expansion. “There is an increase need for manpower,
especially in the production line. Proximity to our customers in
Tuas is also a factor of consideration in our move to Iskandar,”
said Ms. Lim

Challenges faced
Application process, security issues and financing are some of
the key challenges faced by Super Union in their expansion to
Iskandar. “We are fortunate to source for the developer who has
given double protection in our operation compound. This is
very important as providing a safe environment for our workers
who are on 24-hour shift is our utmost concern. Super Union
has taken a government incentive facilitated by IE Singapore
as steady financing is important in the initial stage of business
expansion overseas,” commented Ms. Lim. Super Union also
shared that the application of the various licences is a tedious
journey. “It would be ideal to have Malay-speaking personnel to
assist in the application process,” Ms. Lim advised.

Reduction of production cost is not the pull factor for Super
Union to expand to Iskandar. Our demands are growing and the
production is not operating at the full capacity. Automation is
not applicable in our industry, thus Super Union see the need
to expand to Iskandar. As the locals are not ideally-trained in
the field we are searching for, we seconded some of our trained
workers at Iskandar so they would be able to train the new hires.
There are always solutions to the challenges encountered. It
may take time and effort, Super Union believes that staying
agile and adapt to the changes is the first step to conquer the
situation ahead!” concluded Ms. Lim
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) would like to thank
Super Union Precision Engineering Pte Ltd for sharing with the
fellow business leaders on the tips in business expansion.
Businesses which are interested in Business Expansion
Programme may contact Mr. Alec Soong: alecsoong@
smfederation.org.sg for assistance. Alternatively, please visit our
website: http://iskandar.smfederation.org.sg/ for more details!
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Cosmobeaute Vietnam 2014
“We are delighted to meet a variety of potential business leads.
This is our first time exhibiting at Cosmobeaute Vietnam. The
trade fair is good. We will continue to participate in the next
upcoming Cosmobeaute Vietnam show in 2015!” said Mr. Tee
Boon Tiong, CEO of MF3 Anti Aging Wellness Centre Pte Ltd.

(5th from left): Ms. Bui Thi Thanh An, Deputy Director General from Minister
of Industry and Trade, Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency

Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF), with the support
of International Enterprise (IE) Singapore, led a group of
Singapore companies that formed the Singapore Pavilion at
Cosmobeaute Vietnam 2014 from 24 to 26 April 2014. This year
marked the 7th year for Cosmobeaute Vietnam, an annual trade
exhibition that takes place in Vietnam for the beauty industry.
Each year, the exhibition brings together buyers and suppliers
from the cosmetics, beauty, hair and spa sectors.
SMF representatives extended a warm welcome to Ms. Bui Thi
Thanh An, Deputy Director General from Minister of Industry
and Trade, Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency, who visited the
Singapore Pavilion booth during the fair.
Occupying close to 260 sqm at the trade fair, the Singapore
Pavilion this year comprised a total of 16 Singapore companies
showcasing their products, services and equipment at the fair.

MetalTech 2014

MetalTech Malaysia 2014 held from 21 to 24
May 2014

Mr. Tee Boon Tiong, CEO of MF3 Anti Aging Wellness Centre Pte Ltd together
with his team

With the support from IE Singapore, the Singapore Manufacturing Federation
organised a Singapore Pavilion for MetalTech Malaysia 2014 from 21 to 24 May
2014. There were a total of 23 Singapore Companies exhibiting under SMF’s
Singapore Pavilion, covering a total of 396 sqm. This is also the 20th edition of
the show and it has steadily grown into the largest international machine tools
and metalworking technologies exhibition in Malaysia. METALTECH is also one
of the longest trade shows that SMF has supported since its introduction in 1995.
The show has been proven to be an ideal meeting ground for trade visitors to
explore business opportunities and expand their network links. As an exhibition
that has truly been the flagship event for the metalworking and machine tool
industry in Malaysia for 20 years, the trade show features technologies from
9 exhibit profiles such as Sheetmetal Technology, Machine Tools, Softwares &
Prototyping Systems, Measurement Technology, Mould & Die, Surface & Heat
Treatment, Material Handling & Storage, Welding Technology and Tools &
Toolings conveniently categorized in 6 different halls.
SMF is also proud to announce that MetalTech Malaysia 2015 has already been
granted iMAP support by IE Singapore.
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SEMICON Singapore 2014
every segment of the global and local microelectronics
industries, SMEICON Singapore 2014 also provided
business matching and networking opportunities for
businesses actively seeking to expand within the Southeast
Asian region.
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) proudly led
22 companies to form the Singapore Pavilion in SEMICON
Singapore 2014.

SMF Group photo with Guest of Honour Mr. Lim Kok Kiang, Assistant
Managing Director of Economic Development Board, as well as Mr.
Denny McGuirk, CEO & President of SEMI and Mr. Andrew Goh,
Regional Vice President, SEA, of Lam Research

SEMICON Singapore 2014 is Southeast Asia’s largest
annual gathering for the semiconductor manufacturing
industry. Well established for 20 years in Singapore,
the semiconductor trade event gears up for the future
by featuring the latest processes, materials, tools and
technologies used in the manufacture of today’s most
advanced electronic products.
This year, the trade show was held from 23 to 25 April 2014
at the Marina Bay Sands Expo and Convention Centre.
Attracting a crowd of more than 4,500 visitors from

One of the exhibitors under the Singapore Pavilion was
Nexray Pte Ltd, which has been a long-time participant
in SEMICON Singapore, since its inauguration 20 years
ago. The company represents and co-manufactures
equipment, machinery and tools for PCB assembly and
the semiconductor industry. The products showcased
at the show included pioneer equipment for precision
measurement of Organic Solderability Process (OSP)
conformal coatings, as well as X-ray machines for solder
inspection.
“SEMICON Singapore is a good platform for us to show
our presence in the industry and to display our technology
and products. Being a member of SMF, we enjoy rebates
in participating in events like these, which is very helpful.
As a member, we also have better access to obtaining
Certificates of Origin from SMF, which increases the
credibility of our products,” shared Mr. PS Wong, Managing
Director of Nexray Pte Ltd.

THAIFEX-World of Food Asia
With much success, THAIFEX-World of Food Asia celebrates
its 10th anniversary this year. Since it was officially launched
in 2004, THAIFEX–World of Food Asia has reached many
milestones in the past decade. One of the major achievements
is the increased scale of the show.
This year, the number of exhibitors continued to increase by
almost 10% and trade visitor numbers by 11%. In total, the
show welcomed 1,463 exhibitors and 30,479 trade visitors,
with 24,138 local visitors and 6,341 coming from overseas.
With support from the IE Singapore, there were 16 Singapore
companies exhibiting under the Singapore Pavilion organised
by SMF, covering a total of 207sqm. The Singapore exhibitors
were generally satisfied with the show outcome and will
consider their participation in the next show.

THAIFEX-World of Food Asia 2014
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Cards & Payment Asia 2014
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) led 29 Singapore
companies to form the Singapore Pavilion in this year’s Cards
& Payments Asia 2014. The participants in the Singapore
Pavilion included both multi-national corporations as well as
blooming small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).
Occupying a floor space of more than 10,000sqm and
showcasing more than 1,000 solutions in the smart cards and
payment industry, the 19th annual Cards & Payments Asia was
held from 23-24 April 2014 at Suntec Singapore International
Convention & Exhibition Centre.

Mr Marcus Loh (left), Sales Supervisor of Paclin Office Products Pte Ltd with
his colleague at the trade fair

A convergence of innovation and technology, Cards & Payment
Asia is the region’s largest and most established smart cards
and payments trade event. This year, the mega expo gathered
more than 200 exhibitors and attracted about 7,000 attendees
from banks, financial institutions, telecommunications and
mobile network operators, enterprises, government agencies,
ticket and transport operators, travel and hospitality, retail
and F&B companies as well as the manufacturing sector.

With more than 10 years of participation history in Cards &
Payments Asia, Paclin Office Products Pte Ltd showcased new
MagiCard printers that could encode on proximity cards as
well as holocode technology for identification (ID) cards. The
MagiCard Prima 4 makes use of reverse-transfer laminating
printing for high quality and secure card issuance.
“We participate in Cards & Payments each year to introduce
new technologies to our customers, and to showcase our new
products,” said Mr Marcus Loh, Sales Supervisor of Paclin
Office Products Pte Ltd.

OS+H Asia 2014
The 9th edition of The Occupational Safety + Health Exhibition
for Asia was held on 7 - 9 May 2014, at Suntec Singapore.
Since its inception in 1988, the biennial exhibition OS+H Asia
is firmly established as the region’s most important exhibition
and the key business platform for all involved in occupational
safety and health. The exhibition provides a broad and
comprehensive selection of new products, technologies,
services and solutions applicable across diverse industries
and sectors.
To kick-start the three day exhibition, Mr. Tharman
Shanmugaratnam, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
for Finance and Mr. Tan Chuan-Jin, Minister for Manpower
toured the exhibition to learn the new programmes and
equipment brought by the exhibitors.
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) is proud to
lead 13 companies under the Singapore Pavilion. The SMF
team visited four members’ companies to find out the new
programmes and equipment they have brought to the
exhibition.

Team Concord Associates Pte Ltd

“OS+H Asia is an important platform for industry
practitioners. Exhibitors are able to showcase the new
programmes and safety products which enable visitors to
enjoy a comprehensive selection of innovative products and
enhanced technologies, services and solutions which are
applicable across diverse industries. Held concurrently with
the WSH conference, professionals are able to network and
exchange new ideas, said Mr. Birch Sio, Managing Director,
Concord Associates Pte Ltd.

Empowering Manufacturing
Sectors with Solutions

8 to 10 October 2014 | Suntec Convention & Exhibition Centre Halls 401 - 403
Opening Hours: 8 - 9 October: 10am to 6pm | 10 October: 10am to 5pm

Discover new technological trends and solutions for fully integrated
capabilities at Manufacturing Solutions Expo 2014!
Contact us and start redeﬁning your business productivity and innovation today!
To Exhibit:
Mr Henry Chua (Local)
T: +65 6590 3406
M: +65 9389 7835
E: ylchua@sph.com.sg
Organised by:

Supported by:

Mr Henri Tan (International)
T: +65 6319 8538
M: +65 9168 6690
E: henritan@sph.com.sg

To pre-register as a visitor,
visit ms-expo.com
mse@sph.com.sg
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Singapore Packaging Star Award
Dinner 2014
On 30 April 2014, the Packaging Council
of Singapore (PCS), an Industry Group
under Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF), organised the gala
dinner at the Raffles Town Club, whereby
31 awardees received the prestigious
Singapore Packaging Star Awards. Out of
these winners, 15 of them also received
the Asia Star Award while seven received
the World Star Award, both of which are
internationally acclaimed awards in the
packaging industry.
It was a scintillating night for the
awardees, VIPs, judges as well as key
industry stakeholders who attended the
dinner. Guests enjoyed a sumptuous

ten-course meal, some entertainment
and the opportunity to network with likeminded professionals.
Mr. Sam Tan, then-Senior Parliamentary
Secretary, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ms. Annabelle Tan, Chairman of PCS, addressing
the audience

Senior Parliamentary Secretary Mr. Sam (left) Tan
looking at the winning entries on display

Ministry of Culture, Community and
Youth, Mayor of Central Singapore
District graced the event as Guest-ofHonour. Prior to the dinner, Mr. Tan
toured the exhibition of the winning
entries outside the dinner ballroom.
He was impressed by the quality and
creativity of the designs and commended
the efforts put in by the awardees in his
speech.
“Today’s
packaging
industry
has
advanced beyond the simple packing
and storage functions. Packaging plays
a vital role in advertising and marketing,
where it is also used as a sales tactic
by companies to spark the interest of
consumers.” he said.

Mr. Sam Tan and Ms. Annabelle Tan with the esteemed judges and VIP guests

Ms. Annabelle Tan, Chairman of PCS
reiterated in her welcome address
that the Packaging Star Award is not
just a competition and recognition for
awardees. It is also a platform for the
participants to build up their experiences,
while at the same time creatively express
their ideas.
The Singapore Packaging Star Award
is a distinguished national award well
recognized in the packaging industry.
It honours companies and students for
their innovative ideas and solutions for
packaging designs. Only awardees of
the Singapore Packaging Star Award are
eligible to compete for international
packaging awards: Asia Star Award and
World Star Award.

Mr. Sam Tan and Ms. Annabelle Tan with the awardees

Submission for the Singapore Packaging Star Award 2014 is now open!
Contact Ms Angie Koh at angiekoh@smfederation.org.sg or call 6286 3017 for more information.
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Improving Workplace Safety and Health through Innovation
Mr. Birch Sio, Chairman of the SMF Health, Safety, Security
and Environment Function Committee (HSSE) presented
the awards for the WSH Award for Supervisors. The awardees
were: Mr. Jeffrey A Stewart from Cameron (Singapore) Pte
Ltd, Mr. P Arungulavan from Keppel Merlimau Cogen Pte Ltd,
and Mr. Samuel Yeo Tiong Gee from ExxonMobil Chemicals
Pte Ltd.

Mr. George Huang, SMF President, gave an inspiring speech to the
audience

Workplace safety and health has become an increasingly
important and hot topic in Singapore. To promote a safe and
healthy working environment, Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF) has been organising the Workplace Health
and Safety (Manufacturing) Awards with the support of
Workplace Safety and Health Council (WSCH) and Ministry
of Manpower (MOM) since 2010.
On 27 May 2014, SMF was pleased to once again host the
Presentation Ceremony for the WSH (Manufacturing) Awards,
which come in two categories - the WSH Innovation Award
and the WSH Award for Supervisors. The former honors the
companies that have contributed to safety practices in the
manufacturing workplaces through innovation solutions.
The latter lauds the efforts by supervisors who are committed
to ensuring the safety and security of their workers.
Eight shortlisted teams competing for the Innovation Award
were present at the ceremony to showcase their projects.
The panel of judges comprised Dr. Michael Teng, Assistant
Secretary General of SMF, Mr. Bernard Kwok, Senior Assistant
Director of OSH Inspectorate, and Mr. Edison Joseph Low,
Senior Manager of WSHC.

Mr. Birch Sio, Chairman of the SMF Health, Safety, Security and
Environment (HSSE) Function Committee, with the three outstanding
supervisors who have won this year’s WSH Award for Supervisors

The Gold Award of the WSH Innovation Award went to the
Dream Clippers team from ST Aerospace Engineering Pte
Ltd. The team developed from scratch a unique cargo loading
platform to replace the usage of forklift during loading and
unloading cargo into the aircraft. The platform drastically
reduces potential dangers that may arise from falling cargo
and workers being injured by incorrect use of forklift. It also
facilitates easier and quicker loading and unloading, thereby
improving the productivity of the company.

Mr. George Huang, President of SMF, delivered the welcome
address as Guest of Honour at the event.

“We are happy to have won the Gold Award. We worked very
hard for 10 months to develop the loading platform. Hence,
it is very rewarding to see that our efforts have paid off. The
award will no doubt serve as a reminder and proof that we
can always do better, and that it is worth our efforts. Winning
this award will be able to cultivate a positive culture within
our company,” shared Mr. Aaron Ng and Mr. Edward Loo
from the Dream Clippers.

“SMF takes an active role in promoting best practices that
will improve the health and safety of workers. However,
health and safety should not be limited to workplaces. We
must also take care of our safety while at home. If accidents
were to happen at home, the worker would still be unable to
report for work. This could have an impact for the operations
of the companies. The awards, too, should not be taken
as an accolade. What is more important is whether each
participating team’s project can make a difference to their
peers and colleagues, be it in the workplace or at home,” said
Mr George Huang .

The Dream Clippers team from ST Aerospace managed to clinch the Gold
Award for WSH Innovative Award
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SMF Certifies Pioneering Batch of Precision Engineering
Master Craftsmen
Singapore
Manufacturing
Federation (SMF) awarded
the Precision Engineering
Master Craftsman Certification
(PeMC) to 12 professionals
on 19 May 2014. These
Master Craftsmen were
among the pioneer batch
of 51 graduates from 30
companies that took part
in the PeMC programme

offered

by

At the graduation ceremony, the 12 Master Craftsmen received
certificates from Dr Ahmad Magad, Chairman of the PeMC
Certification Board.

Nanyang

Polytechnic (NYP).
Mr. S. Iswaran, Second Minister for
Home Affairs and Trade and Industry,
graced the graduation ceremony

The PeMC programme
focuses on upgrading the
capabilities of participants. Besides honing their technical
skills and knowledge, students also learn management and
training skills, as well as management of tool rooms and
workshops. Classes are held on a work day and an evening
each week, in order to cater to the heavy commitments of
working adults. Upon completion of the programme, the
graduates were eligible to apply for the PeMC Certification by
SMF, to distinguish them as highly skilled Master Craftsmen.
The PeMC certificates were presented during the graduation
ceremony held at NYP. Mr. S. Iswaran, Minister in the Prime
Minister’s Office, Second Minister for Home Affairs and
Trade and Industry, was the Guest-of-Honour. Prior to the
commencement of the ceremony, the Minister also toured the
precision engineering facilities of NYP.
“Today, precision engineering companies are already
shifting their emphasis from the mass-production of simple
parts to the manufacture of technology-intensive precision
components. They are also increasingly involved in the
design, development and manufacture of high-mix, lowvolume complex equipment. Given such trends, our training
institutions and companies must invest in updating and
developing capabilities to remain relevant in the future,” said
the Minister.

Dr Ahmad Magad presenting the
certificates to the PeMC graduates

“The
applicants
are
experienced and seasoned
professionals in the industry,
many of whom have more
than 15 years of working
experience. The Master
Craftsman Certificate serves
as a validation of their
professionalism
and
contributions. Singapore
Manufacturing Federation
is honoured to be able to
help these professionals
advance even further in
their careers through the
PeMC,” said Dr Ahmad
Magad.

“I took this opportunity to upgrade my skills and to be
updated on the trends of the manufacturing industry. The
PeMC Certificate is a recognised national certificate that is an
endorsement of my ability. I am very happy to have obtained
the Master Craftsman Certificate,” enthused Mr. Zulkefli Bin
Ismail. Mr. Zulkefli has 18 years of experience in precision
engineering. He currently works as a Tooling Manager in
Armstrong Rubber Manufacturing.
“I see it as a good platform for self-improvement. The
PeMC programme is a great learning experience for me as it
broadens my perspective. I appreciate it very much. The PeMC
Certification definitely helps to advance my career because it
is a prestigious certificate. With the certificate, my skills will be
better recognised,” shared Mr. Xiao Cheng Long, who works as
a Leadman at Cameron (Singapore) Pte Ltd. Mr. Xiao, who has
some 23 years of experience in the industry, has a passion for
precision engineering and he believes that hard work and the
right attitude will lead to success.

(L-R): Dr Moh Chong Tau, Dr Ahmad Magad and Minister S. Iswaran with the pioneer batch of certified Precision Engineering Master Craftsmen
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Food&HotelAsia 2014
Much anticipated both locally and internationally,
Food&HotelAsia (FHA) brings together a myriad of food and
hospitality products from around the world. FHA2014, the
19th edition took place at Singapore Expo from 8 – 11 April
2014. FHA2014 witnessed an expansion of its exhibition area
to 97,000sqm to serve at least 45,000 trade visitors from over
90 countries and regions, presenting a formidable purchasing
power to boost their businesses for the robust Asian market.
An impressive 56 group pavilions exhibited at FHA2014.
Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) led 75 companies
under the Singapore Pavilion.

Minister S. Iswaran visited the Singapore Pavilion

Minister S. Iswaran visited Jumain Sataysfaction Pte Ltd

Soyato has combined food science and art of eating ice cream
to create good tasting, functional ice cream to allow ice cream
lovers to indulge without guilt. Participating for the first time
at FHA2014, Soyato showcased the healthier choice of ice
cream. “We are excited to exhibit for the first time at FHA. It
gives us a platform to search for overseas distributors. Last
year we started distribution to local supermarkets. We look
forward to expand our business locally and internationally,”
shared Mr. Alan Phua, Executive Director of Soyato Foods
International Pte. Ltd.

Mr. Ronald Ng, General Manger, The Factory Chocolat Pte
Ltd said, “This is our second time exhibiting at FHA. We have
brought our latest product – truffle durian chocolate, which
would be launched in June this year. FHA2014 gives us the
avenue to meet our existing clients and new distributors. It
also serves as a prelude to our new products which are not
yet launched in the market. We witnessed a huge demand in
quality chocolates in the China market. After joining SMF as a
member in 2013, we are able to receive first-hand information
on the overseas markets. The talks and seminars are useful for
overseas expansion. We are constantly looking for new exports
to markets. ”

The Factory Chocolat Pte Ltd was established in the year 2006
in Singapore. The Factory Chocolat Pte Ltd actively engages
in manufacturing, exporting and supplying tasty chocolates.
They specialise in freeze-dried fruit chocolates and the
chocolates are free from any preservatives.
Mr. Ronald Ng, General Manger, The Factory Chocolat Pte Ltd introducing the
durian truffle chocolate
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Eisenhower Fellowship programme:
A ‘Transformational Experience’ for Douglas Foo
Mr Douglas Foo, Deputy President of Singapore Manufacturing
Federation (SMF), attended the seven-week Eisenhower
Fellowship programme in late 2013. He felt most privileged
to be one of the few Singaporean business leaders to benefit
from this rare stint.
The Eisenhower Fellowship programme, which took him
across 13 American states from October to December
2013, was started by the then American President General
Eisenhower some 60 years ago. Participating Fellows in this
unique programme receive an individualised itinerary of
meetings with leaders on subjects of relevance to them. The
programme involves visits to a number of American cities
with 50-60 individual appointments, complete with group
leadership development seminars in Philadelphia, United
States of America (USA). The Fellows have to identify specific
projects that they will undertake upon returning home.
To date, some 2000 Eisenhower Fellows from around the
world have joined the programme. In Singapore, fewer than
25 individuals have participated in it.
As Executive Chairman of SGX-listed Sakae Holdings Limited,
Mr. Foo is likely to be the first business person from the private
sector in Singapore selected for this programme.

What motivated him to immerse himself in this
exciting programme for almost two months?
Mr. Foo’s interest stems from his burning desire in two
areas: firstly, to know more about the dynamics of building
sustainable global brands, which is a great challenge faced by
Asian companies; secondly, to know more about the dynamics
of American capital market versus that in Asia, and specifically
how entrepreneurial set-ups in Asia can learn from USA
players in accessing capital markets for funding. He wants to
know the reason why some of these US funds are not coming
to Asia.
Talking about global brand sustainability, Mr. Foo noted that there
are two key common denominators about global brand leaders.
“Firstly, the founders/leaders must have a vision and must be
‘daring to dream’. Secondly, they were, once upon a time, small
players starting with just one single business unit, for example,
one café or one restaurant. But these successful companies
were able to progressively chart out their journey, learning
and evolving to stay viable. Once they reach the global brand
status, they must also tweak their business model and look at
sustainable business practices in the areas of energy, training
and marketing.”
“The Eisenhower Fellowship programme gave me an invaluable
opportunity to meet with, and learn from, many successful
business and academic leaders in USA. The experience was
highly enriching and inspiring, and at the same time, it helps
to validate my beliefs about business model sustainability,
especially on the need for an organisation to engage in constant
re-engineering to retain its leadership position. All these
learnings have created a paradigm shift in my thinking on areas
regarding business growth and sustainability,” he shared.

Eisenhower Fellowship programme 2013

Mr. Foo said that his incredible journey across the USA gave him
a holistic picture of US funds that are interested in the ASEAN
region. According to him, the American mind-set or appetite
for risks is different from that in Asia. He thinks more can be
done to plug the gaps in Singapore’s funding mechanism for
small and medium-sized players that are struggling to survive
and thrive, as a result of insufficient funding.

What are his specific takeaways from the Eisenhower
Fellowship programme?
Firstly, the learnings from the programme have given him great
food for thought on how he can build his own company group,
Sakae Holdings Limited, into a global brand with a robust
business model. Since his return from USA, he has already
initiated the transformational process for his company group.
Secondly, through his US network of funds, he aims to
spearhead initiatives that will assist Singapore companies
in their entrepreneurial drive to grow by securing for them
the necessary funding mechanism, so that they can leapfrog
to a higher level of growth (about US$50-100 million market
capitalisation) and steadily grow to become global players.
Mr. Foo commented that the US capital market players are
interested to come and explore business opportunities in Asia
and the region.
Mr. Foo also recounted fondly about the great networking and
bonding that he has forged with the 2013 batch of Eisenhower
Fellows.
“I have benefited from this fantastic programme which has
a transformational effect on my business thinking at this
stage of my life. It has given me an amazingly huge booster
to contribute more effectively towards various social and
business programmes in Singapore. And with all that global
networking, I am definitely expanding my horizons and
directing my energies to help with regional socio-economic
initiatives, especially within the ASEAN context,” added Mr.
Foo, who is an ASEAN Business Advisory Council member.
Mr. Douglas Foo will be sharing his Eisenhower Fellowship
experience at the upcoming Singapore Innovation &
Productivity Conference 2014 (SIPC 2014) on 8 Oct 2014.
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Innovating for Growth: Business Model Innovation
Business Model Innovation is coming up with new ways to
conduct a business or changing, modifying or upgrading
an existing business model in order to meet the demands
of its customers and gain profit. Business Model Innovation
aims to increase the business’ performance by widening its
reach, establishing new relationships with potential business
partners, introducing a new service, product or technology or
opening up a totally new market with their value proposition.

One of the important factors that gave rise to business model
innovation is technology. Before the internet, businesses have
already established advantages to their customers. However,
when business owners began to realize that technology can
have a profound impact in their businesses, the need to
innovate their business models became more pronounced.
Today, most business models integrate technological
innovations in their strategies.

Although many people refer to business model innovation
as new ways for a business to generate money, it actually
involves the interrelationship of a lot of factors within a
business. For existing businesses, business model innovation
strategizes how they can advance from competitors and ward
off start-up businesses. For new businesses, business model
innovation is the strategy used to capture their markets and
mark their position in the business landscape.

While technology has definitely accelerated business model
innovation, it does not comprise the entirety of the innovation.
Business owners, who wish to change, modify or upgrade their
existing business models also need to consider other factors
that make up the way a business should be handled.

Razor and Blades Business Model

Also called the “freebie marketing” and “tied products”
business model, this model is made famous by Gillette which
was then followed and adapted by several companies. The
razor and blades business model works by offering a product
at a low cost (or for free), however, tying another product
with a higher value. Gillette is known for offering the razor
for free, but selling the replacement blade for a much higher
value. Since the razor was offered for free, a market for the
replacement blades was opened, and it was through these
blades that Gillette was able to acquire and grow their revenue.
Following this example, several companies have followed this
model and have succeeded in doing so. HP offers printers
and ink cartridges; Apple offer the iPod and iTunes while
numerous mobile networks offer mobile phones and air time.

Growth First Revenue Later Business Model

Capitalizing on building the desired inventory first, the growth
first revenue later business model is typified by the largest
online retailer today, www.amazon.com.
The secret to Amazon’s success is believed to lie on its focus
for growth first, that is, the company worked on its core
competencies first rather than the revenue. Amazon focused
in generating its inventory and space where products will be
stored. Amazon was conscious about the changing customer
behavior, especially at the dot.com age. Its value proposition
shifted from books to include more items that can easily be
shipped. Then it opened its doors to a brokerage service for
selling used books and third party sellers.
Amazon’s focus on growth was almost unstoppable, often at
the expense of profit. But time was Amazon’s best investment,
because it was able to grow to an amazing scale, thus making it
today’s largest online retailer. After which, more investors got
interested and more business opportunities came pouring in
for Amazon and its profit rose year after year.
All in all, business models evolve to cater to the changing
business landscape. There’s no one-size-fits-all business
model, but most models do work because companies are
not threatened to accept change and apply modifications to
segments of their business models when needed.

Below are some examples of business model innovation:

Deal of the Day Business Model

Also called One Day One Deal, this business model operates by
providing customers deals that they can only book or avail for
that given day. Retailers typically join a deal website, such as
www.woot.com and www.groupon.com and list their products
and services that will become available at a discounted price
for 24 hours. When these deals are availed, the website gets a
cut from the retailers’ sales.
Social media and email marketing helped hype up this
business models. When users register to the deal website,
they will receive emails containing descriptions of the deals
of the day. An indicated minimum number of orders must
be reached, then the customer’s credit card will be charged
for the deal. The website then emails a redeemable voucher
which the customer must use within an indicated period of
time, or else the product goes back to its original value.

Bricks and Clicks Business Model

Combining both online and offline business aspects, this
business model allows customers to order online then
personally go to the store to pick up the product or have the
product delivered at his home.
Businesses can begin with a physical store then establish its
online counterpart, or begin with an online store and later on
establish a brick and mortar store. Since the bricks and clicks
business model allow the integration of the store’s offline and
online presence, business owners are able to reach out to a
wider audience and increase their existing customer base.
Furthermore, in contrast with pure online businesses, bricks
and clicks appear more stable before the public especially
because people are able to go to a physical location for orders,
inquiries and other similar concerns.
On the other hand, some businesses have ventured into a
reverse of this business model. For instance, Proper Cloth
began just as an online store. But as the demand for their
products increases, customers began seeking a physical store
where they could actually hold, touch and feel the items.
Article contributed by Dr Michael Teng, Assistant Secretary-General,
Singapore Manufacturing Federation
Hear more about BMI at the Singapore Innovation & Productivity
Conference 2014, check out www.sipc.org.sg today!
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We are committed to delivering fast and quality services at a competitive rate to our customers

About Us

Singapore Manufacturing Federation
is authorised by Singapore Customs,
pursuant to Regulation 23 of Imports
and Exports Regulations (Cap.272A,
R1, 1999 ed.) to issue the following:
Certificate of Origin (CO)
Electronic Certificate of Origin (ECO)

On-Site Express
Services

Operating Hours

Extension of Operating Hours

9:00am to 5:00pm

Endorsement of CO in 20 Mins
Photocopying Services
Typing Services for CO Form

Contact Us

Monday to Friday

Open during lunch hours

Online Certification

Ms. Linda Khoe (Manager)

6826 3066

Ms. Christie Chua

The Electronic Certificate of
Origin (ECO) is also available at:

6826 3067

www.certoforigin.com

Ms. Surina Chua

6826 3091

lindakhoe@smfederation.org.sg
christiechua@smfederation.org.sg

surina.chua@smfederation.org.sg

COLLECTION POINT

Fax: 6826 3091 Website: www.smfederation.org.sg

SMF CO’s Office
2985 Jalan Bukit Merah
Singapore 159457

Scan the QR Code
for more information

SMF Welcomes You!
SMF is pleased to welcome the following new members* as part of our family.
1.

AMIGOS VINOS PTE LTD

12. MIND STRETCHER EDUCATION PTE LTD

2.

CHIN YUAN METAL PTE LTD

13. OPTIMUM MARKETING

3.

CRIMSONLOGIC ETRADE SERVICES
PTE LTD

14. S.E.A GTW PTE LTD

4.

FORGE LAB PTE LTD

16. SKYPACE PTE LTD

5.

GLIT HOLDINGS PTE LTD

17. SSH AUTOMATION PTE LTD

6.

HANKOOK SINGAPORE PTE LTD

18. TECH ENGINEERING PTE LTD

7.

HOCK LIAN HUAT FOODSTUFF
INDUSTRY PTE LTD

19. TECHKINETICS PTE LTD

8.

JYUNKA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD

9.

KAJIWARA SINGAPORE PTE LTD

15. SALESFORCE.COM SINGAPORE PTE LTD

20. TYT CORPORATION PTE LTD
21. UNIBEE PTE LTD

10. MAGNA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD

22. VARIAN MEDICAL SYSTEMS PACIFIC ,
INC

11. MASTERFLEX ASIA PTE LTD

23. WELCOME TRADING CO PTE LTD

*Listed in alphabetical order and information accurate as of 5 May 2014

Be part of SMF today. Email us at membership@smfederation.org.sg for enquiries or log on to www.smfederation.org.sg
for more information or to download the application form.
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SMF Membership Benefits
To thank you for your support, we have sourced the following exclusive deals specially for you!
Seminars, Conferences, Workshops,
Networking and Business Matching Events

Up to 50% discount

Insurance Package

Exclusive rates for SMF-AIA welfare benefits packages for member companies
and your employees

Trade Exhibitions & Business Missions

Savings of up to 77.5% on trade exhibition administration fees and
reimbursements of up to 50%* for participation by eligible members under the
International Marketing Assistance Programme (iMAP) from IE Singapore

Certificate of Origin

Up to 25% discount on endorsement fees of manual CO and 37.5% discount
on electronic CO, with GST fully absorbed

Seminar Marketing Services

Up to 50% discount

Advertising through SMF marketing
channels

Up to 10% discount on advertisements in CONNECT magazine

Preferential rental rate for training rooms
at SMF House

Up to 20% off rental rate

SMF Centre for Corporate Learning

Up to 15% discount for selected workshops and training courses

SMF Institute of Higher Learning

Up to 10% rebates on academic programmes

SME Centre@SMF

Receive complimentary business advisory service on understanding of the
various Government Assistance Schemes and Productivity Programme for your
business needs

Publications

Receive an annual Tradelink Directory with Free Company Listing on Tradelink!
And a quarterly CONNECT magazine.
*Subject to approval by IE Singapore

SMF Members Exchange
SMF is launching its first online platform for companies to list and advertise its products, services
and promotional activities to our big business community!
Value Proposition to Users:
• Gain big exposure to a wide and varied business community and potential users
• Invest in a small fee for a big return!
• Enhance your company’s branding by riding on SMF’s new initiative!
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Special Launch Rate
SMF Members : $500/cycle* of 2 email blasts/space
Non-Members : $1000/cycle* of 2 email blasts/space
Promotion
: 10% off above rates for listing 3 cycles or more (Subjected to prevailing Government taxes)
Listings will also be published on http://www.smfederation.org.sg/index.php/members-exchange. The duration on the website is
based on the number of cycles contracted

How it works:
i. Send us one week before each cycle (either 1 week before 1st or 3rd week of the month) to be broadcasted on the next cycle:
a. An image (3.2cm by 4.5cm) in JPEG or PNG format and a short write-up on the product or services or promotional activities
		

of 200 words (Font Calibri, Size 9)

b. A hyperlink of your website for potential clients to view
ii. SMF Members Exchange page will be sent to our 3000 members on the 1st and 3rd Wednesday of each month

For more information, please contact Ms Yvonne Lee, 6826 3035 or yvonnelee@smfederation.org.sg.

An SMF Publication

10 Industry Groups
Over 3,000 corporate members from MNCs to SMEs
Over 21,000 readers
Industry Groups
Automation Technology

Lifestyle

Building Products & Construction Materials

Life Sciences

Electrical, Electronics & Allied Industries

Medical Technology

Energy & Chemical

Metal, Machinery & Engineering

Food & Beverage

Packaging Council of Singapore

For advertising enquiries, please contact:

Mediactive Pte Ltd
245a South Bridge Road
Singapore 058794
Tel: (65) 6222 4987 | Fax: (65) 6227 0859
consult@mediactive.com.sg
www.mediactive.com.sg
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